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Mechanical coupling in gold nanoparticles super-molecules revealed by plasmon-enhanced ultra low frequency Raman spectroscopy.
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Abstract

Acoustic vibrations of assemblies of gold nanoparticles were investigated using ultra low frequency micro-Raman scattering and finite element simulations. When exciting the assemblies resonantly with the surface plasmon resonance of electromagnetically coupled nanoparticles Raman spectra present an ultra-low frequency band whose frequency lies below the lowest Raman active Lamb mode of single nanoparticles was observed. This feature was ascribed to a Raman vibration mode of gold nanoparticles "supermolecules", i.e. nanoparticles mechanically coupled by surrounding polymer molecules. Its measured frequency is inversely proportional to the nanoparticle diameter and sensitive to the elastic properties of the interstitial polymer. The latter
dependence as well as finite element simulations suggest that this mode corresponds to the out-of-phase semirigid translation (ℓ=1 Lamb mode) of each nanoparticle of a dimer inside the matrix, activated by the mechanical coupling between the nanoparticles. These observations were permitted only thanks to the resonant excitation with the coupling plasmon excitation, leading to an enhancement up to $10^4$ of the scattering by these vibrations. This enhanced ultra low frequency Raman scattering thus opens a new route to probe the local elastic properties of the surrounding medium.
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During the last two decades many works have focused on the characterization of the acoustic vibrations of nanoparticles (NPs). Many materials were considered (dielectric spheres, metallic NPs, quantum dots) using different optical spectroscopy techniques such as pump-probe experiment, and low frequency Raman or Brillouin scattering. They mostly addressed the localized acoustic vibration modes of non-interacting nano-objects, yielding many results regarding the effect of the NP crystallinity, size, shape, and surrounding medium. More recently, results on the physical properties of ordered NP assemblies were obtained. In analogy with their atomic counterparts, such assemblies are commonly called super-crystals (where atoms are replaced by spherical NPs) and also sustain long wavelength acoustic waves. These correspond to coherent motions of the NPs around their equilibrium positions, propagating with a velocity governed by the mass of the spheres and the elastic properties of the ligands that bind them together. Various pump-probe experiments have enabled the observation of such elastic waves, showing that they propagate at speeds lower
than in their atomic crystal counterparts due to heavier masses and looser bonds. However, probing such sound waves in supercrystals through the classical Brillouin scattering technique has not yet been reported, most probably due to their small scattering cross-sections. Yet since more than 40 years, the limitation due to poor scattering efficiencies in light scattering experiments is known to be possibly lifted by placing the object of interest in the close vicinity of a metallic surface, like in surface enhanced Raman scattering.\textsuperscript{30} Such a possibility was recently demonstrated for low frequency vibration modes of NPs.\textsuperscript{31,32}

In the present paper the possibility to enhance the scattering by ultra low frequency modes was investigated, using gold NPs where collective electron oscillations (localized plasmons) and collective atom oscillations (localized vibrations) take place at the same time within the same object, which thus acts both as enhancer and scatterer. In particular, using an excitation wavelength corresponding to the optical resonance of gold NPs in close vicinity enables to measure new low frequency features that are characteristic of the mechanical coupling between the NPs.

The solutions of gold NPs used in this study were synthesized following a seeded-growth procedure already reported in the literature\textsuperscript{33,34} (see Supporting Information for a detailed description). Thanks to this method it was possible to tune the gold NPs diameters from few to hundred of nanometers. After synthesis, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) was used to stabilize the as-synthesized gold NPs in order to transfer them in ethanol, ensuring colloidal stability over several months. For optical measurements, drops of gold NP/PVP solutions were deposited onto indium tin oxide substrates and let dry overnight, leading to the formation of a polymer film with a thickness of approximately 100 \( \mu \)m in which the NPs are embedded. Meanwhile, drops of the same solutions diluted one hundred times in ethanol were deposited onto carbon grids for morphological characterization using a transmission electron microscope (TEM). The average NP diameter in each solution was found to vary from 12 to 100 nm, with relatively low size dispersion (see Supporting Information for a detailed description). Typical images of gold NPs from a solution with average diameters of
100 nm are presented in Figure 1 A and B. For this sample the size dispersion is about 10%. The entanglement of adsorbed PVP chains of neighboring NPs during the drying step leads to the formation of disordered clusters, with a 1 to 2 nm inter-particle separation due to the polymer coating that prevents a direct contact between the particles. As an example the dimer of Figure 1B shows an inter-particle distance (d) of about 1 nm.

Figure 1: A. TEM image of diluted gold 100 nm sample. B. 100 nm NP dimer showing d ≈0.8 nm inter-particle spacing. C. Experimental setup allowing to measure both micro-absorption (transmission geometry, white lamp) and micro-Raman spectra (backscattering geometry, 532/647 nm laser lines) of gold NPs from a unique sample spot (laser spot ≈0.6 µm²). D. From top to bottom, absorption spectra of samples with 12 to 100 nm diameter showing the dipolar resonance of isolated particles and the plasmonic coupling band. Red dashed lines correspond to absorption spectra of 12 and 100 nm NPs in liquids before deposition. Green and red vertical lines correspond to the 532 and 647 nm excitation wavelengths used for Raman spectroscopy, respectively.

Micro-absorption and micro-Raman spectra were measured at the same position as sketched
in Figure 1C, allowing to correlate plasmonic and vibrational resonances of the assemblies. Absorption spectra were recorded in transmission configuration. The white light beam was focused onto the sample surface using a condenser with a numerical aperture of 0.65 and the transmitted light was collected with a ×100 objective (NA = 0.95) and focused onto the entrance slit of a spectrometer equipped with a thermo-electric cooled CCD.

Figure 1D shows the absorption spectra obtained for seven films of PVP containing NPs with different average diameters, together with those of the initial solutions of PVP-coated NPs for 12 nm and 100 nm diameters. A typical band around 540 nm is observed in all spectra and is attributed to the dipolar surface plasmon resonance of isolated NPs, which is confirmed by its presence on the spectra obtained in liquids. At larger wavelengths, between 600 and 750 nm, one additionally observes a more or less well defined shoulder that is not observed in the initial solution (Figure 1D) (see also Supporting Information). The origin of this additional feature lies in the large density of NPs and the presence of NPs clusters with short interspacing distance (d) (Figure 1C), leading to a strong electromagnetic coupling between neighbouring NPs and thus the appearance of additional resonances in the optical response of the assemblies35–38 (referred to in the following as "coupling plasmon band"). In the simplest case of NP dimers, it was shown that the energy of the coupling plasmon band redshifts as the gap size decreases.39 For NP assemblies, the energy of the coupling plasmon band and its relative intensity depend on different parameters such like the distribution of interparticle spacing, the ratio of interacting versus non interacting NPs and the size of the NPs. These multiple dependences explain why no clear trend in the intensity of the plasmonic coupling band is observed as the diameters of the NPs increase in Figure 1D. Nevertheless the absorbance is always non-negligible around 647 nm implying that significant electromagnetic interaction between NPs take place in all samples. This is in agreement with Figure 1B which underlines the possibility to form supermolecules, among which the basic one is the dimer, with an average interparticle separation of about 1 nm fixed by the PVP coating shell. In the following, we focus on how tuning the excitation wavelength
to the plasmonic coupling band of these NP assemblies allows to detect the inelastic light scattering from interacting NPs vibration modes.

Figure 2: Raman spectra of the Au49nm sample recorded at 532 nm (resonance with the surface plasmon resonance (black curve and scale)) and at 647 nm (resonance with the plasmon coupling band (red curve and scale)). The spectra were normalized with respect to the acquisition duration and power. The inset shows spectra of the same sample recorded in backscattering geometry ($\theta_{k_{inc},k_{sca}}=180^\circ$) (pink full line) and forward scattering geometry at $\theta_{k_{inc},k_{sca}}=18^\circ$ (black dashed line).

Low frequency Raman scattered light was collected in the backscattering geometry using a ×100 objective (NA =0.95) and focused on the entrance hole of a six pass tandem Fabry-Pérot interferometer that can be operated at two distinct wavelengths. These wavelengths were chosen to match either the dipolar resonance of the isolated NPs or the plasmonic coupling band of the interacting NPs and generated using the 532 nm line from a solid state laser and the 647 nm line from a krypton laser (vertical green and red lines in Figure 1D). Figure 2 shows the Raman spectra of a sample containing gold NPs of 49 nm diameter for both excitations. At 532 nm the Raman spectrum shows no other contribution than the quadrupolar $\ell = 2$ Lamb mode at 22 GHz, in excellent agreement with its expected
frequency for free nanospheres \( f(\ell = 2) = \frac{0.85v_T}{D} = 21.6 \) GHz using the transverse velocity of bulk gold \( v_T=1250 \) m.s\(^{-1}\) and the average diameter \((D)\) measured by TEM. When tuning the laser wavelength to 647 nm close to the resonance with the plasmonic coupling band, the quadrupolar vibration mode is still observed at the same frequency. However, the spectra of Figure 2, normalized with respect to the acquisition time and laser power used, show that the measured intensity of the \( \ell = 2 \) mode is at least 1000 times larger with the red excitation than with the green excitation, evidencing the strong enhancement in the former case (see Supporting Information). The strong enhancement observed is probably due to the higher sensitivity of the absorption cross-section to the small displacement of the nanoparticles surface at 647 nm.

Additionally, the resonant excitation with the coupling plasmon band also leads to the observation of a second sharp and intense band in the low frequency part of the spectra around 9 GHz. Its frequency stands largely below that of the traditionally observed lowest frequency Raman active mode,\(^{40}\) i.e. the quadrupolar \( \ell = 2 \) mode. This ultra low frequency range is reminiscent of previous pump-probe spectroscopy measurements on super-crystals in which a mode correlated to the propagation of acoustic waves between the mechanically interacting NPs was observed.\(^{25,27,28}\) However the independence of the ultra low frequency peak with scattering angle (Figure 2 inset) confirms the confined (rather than propagative) character of the vibration mode observed.

The ultra low Raman spectra obtained with varying NP diameters from 12 to 100 nm are presented in Figure 3A. For all spectra the typical acquisition times were of the order of one hour except for the sample containing NPs of 12nm diameter (24 hours), which yielded a low scattering efficiency, as illustrated by the lower signal-to-noise ratio and the emergence of a 26 GHz Brillouin signal from the underneath substrate. Note that the usually intense Brillouin signal is completely screened by the intense ultra low frequency band otherwise. Both the quadrupolar and the ultra low frequency band frequencies decrease with increasing NP diameters(Figure 3B). The dependence of the quadrupolar frequency measured with
Figure 3: **A.** Low and ultra low frequency Raman spectra of NPs assemblies with varying NPs diameters (12-100 nm). **B.** Frequency shift as a function of the NP inverse diameter for the ultra low frequency band at 647 nm (black squares), the quadrupolar $\ell=2$ vibration bands at 532 nm (green squares) and 647 nm (red squares). Red full line is the theoretical quadrupolar frequency $f=0.85v_T/D$ and the black line is a fit of the ultra low frequency band with zero intercept. $\ell=1$ fundamental frequency, calculated with complex frequency model in PVP matrix, is indicated with a green line.
the 532 nm excitation wavelength, i.e. exciting the dipolar resonance, scales as $0.85v_T/D$
as predicted by the free sphere Lamb model.\textsuperscript{41} With the 647 nm excitation the frequencyvariation slightly deviates from the Lamb model prediction, in particular for the NPs of25 and 18 nm diameters. These deviations will be explained thereafter at the light of theinterpretation of the ultra low frequency band.

The ultra low frequency band position also scales inversely to the NP diameter, but witha lower slope as compared to the $\ell=2$ mode. This means that this vibration mode is somehowrelated to the vibration of the NPs. Only spheroidal and torsional $\ell=1$ Lamb modes canreach such a low frequency. For a free sphere the frequencies of these modes are zero sincethere is no restoring force. They become non-zero for NPs embedded in a host matrix,and correspond to rattling (constrained translation) and libration (constrained rotation)vibrations respectively. This latter mode is never observed in Raman due to its torsionalnature and is discarded in the following. According to selection rules\textsuperscript{40} the rattling mode ofa single NP is not Raman active. However it is instructing to compare the frequency of theultra low frequency mode with the rattling mode of a single NP since it is well known that inthe case of strong enhancement with hot-spots, Raman selection rules may be lifted. To do
so we used the complex frequency model described elsewhere\textsuperscript{6} considering a gold particle inan infinite PVP matrix. The transverse and longitudinal velocities as well as the density ofbulk gold were used. The density of PVP used for this calculation was $\rho = 1.2 \text{ g.cm}^{-3}$ andits longitudinal and transverse sound velocities ($v_L=2989 \text{ m.s}^{-1}$ and $v_T=1443 \text{ m.s}^{-1}$) were
deduced from Brillouin experiments on gold-free PVP films (see Supporting Information).
The calculated spheroidal ($\ell = 1, n = 0$) frequencies are reported in Figure 3B (green line).
However, these calculated frequencies do not reproduce the experimental frequencies. Theultra low frequency mode observed can therefore not be simply assigned to the spheroidal$\ell = 1$ eigenmode of an isolated NP even if it appears close enough to the experimental values.

Another possibility for the rattling mode to become Raman active is a change of the symmetry of the system. This occurs for example when placing a NP on a surface\textsuperscript{42} or, when
considering a supermolecule like a dimer of NPs\textsuperscript{43} in which the frequency of the vibration will be necessarily impacted. Two dimer modes can be built from the rattling modes of the individual embedded NPs, namely the in-phase and the out-of-phase rattling motions of the NPs. From symmetry considerations, only the out-of-phase mode is expected to be Raman active. Since the separation between the two NPs oscillates in the vibration, we expect a strong coupling of this mode with the coupling plasmon band. The ultra low frequency feature could thus be the signature of the mechanical coupling between both NPs (mediated by the PVP matrix) resulting in dimer supermolecule modes.

This ultra low frequency vibration should therefore depend on the elasticity of the interstitial polymer (PVP). In order to check this assumption we have followed the evolution of the low frequency Raman spectra as a function of temperature. We have measured the Raman spectra of the sample containing gold NPs of 49 nm diameter from ambient temperature T=24°C down to T=-180°C. In this temperature range, the PVP matrix remains in the vitreous state but its elastic properties are modified. The corresponding Raman spectra are gathered in Figure 4A while Figure 4B compares the relative frequency shifts of the Raman bands with those of a NP-free PVP bulk film drop-cast in the same conditions as the NP containing samples. Upon cooling all vibration frequencies increase. For a free sphere, the expected frequency shift of the quadrupolar $\ell$=2 mode results from the variation of the density $\rho$ and from the elastic constant $C_{44}$ of gold, which accounts for the relative variation:

$$\frac{\Delta f}{f} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\Delta C_{44}}{C_{44}} - \frac{\Delta \rho}{\rho} \right).$$

The coefficient of thermal expansion of gold is $\alpha_{V}^{gold} = 1.4 \times 10^{-5}$ $K^{-1}$, which results in a mass density variation of only $\frac{\Delta \rho}{\rho} = \alpha_{V}^{gold} \Delta T = 0.3\%$ over the considered temperature range. From Ref. 44, the relative variation of $C_{44}$ is about 5.7\% in the 0-300 K range. This leads to $\frac{\Delta f}{f} \approx 2.7\%$, in very good agreement with the measured variation $\frac{\Delta f_{\ell=2}}{f_{\ell=2}} = 2.8\%$. Therefore the moderate frequency shift of the $\ell$=2 mode is mostly related to the temperature-induced gold stiffening, in agreement with calculations using the complex frequency model which also show that its frequency is weakly affected by the elastic properties of the environnement.
Figure 4: A. Au49nm Raman spectra upon decreasing temperature from 24°C down to -180°C from bottom to top. B. Relative frequency shifts normalized to those of ambient temperature for the $\ell = 2$ (empty squares), the ultra low frequency mode (black squares) and the PVP longitudinal Brillouin mode (red square).
Conversely, the ultra low frequency band (black squares) strongly deviates from this trend with a relative shift $\Delta f/f = 27.5\%$. This further suggests that this mode cannot be interpreted as a Lamb mode of a single NP. In order to evaluate the polymer contribution, the longitudinal Brillouin mode of the PVP without NPs was monitored and is reported in Figure 4B (red squares). Over this temperature range, a relative increase of the Brillouin longitudinal mode frequency by 21% is observed. Adding the experimental frequency variation due to the gold elastic parameters ($21 + 2.8 \approx 24\%$) results in a value close to the measured one. Therefore, the ultra low frequency mode is strongly related to the PVP which acts as a binder between NPs.

Since we have strong evidence that the lowest frequency vibrations observed in the Raman spectra are due to the coupling between NPs, we consider in the following the case of dimer vibrations, which is the simplest way to take into account interparticle coupling between adjacent NPs in supermolecules. This does not necessarily imply that the measured Raman intensity comes from dimers only.

![Figure 5: Size dependence of the effective stiffness constant $K_{\text{eff}}$ evaluated from the spring model (black triangles). Cyan and yellow squares are data from ref.45 and ref.46](image)

The vibration of interest can be modeled in a first approach by the symmetric stretch of two masses connected by a spring of effective stiffness $K_{\text{eff}}$. Within this simple picture the
Dimer vibrationnal frequency can be approximated by:

\[ \omega = \sqrt{\frac{2K_{\text{eff}}}{M}} \]  

(1)

where \( M = \rho \frac{4}{3} \pi \left( \frac{D_{\text{NP}}}{2} \right)^3 \) is the mass of one NP. The effective stiffness constants \( K_{\text{eff}} \) evaluated from equation 1, ranging between 370N.m\(^{-1}\) and 2700N.m\(^{-1}\), as a function of the NPs diameters are summarized in Figure 5 and compared to previous measurements performed using pump-probe spectroscopy on isolated dimers containing 80 nm, 46 28 and 10 nm diameter gold particles.\(^{45}\) The values of \( K_{\text{eff}} \) deduced from these measurements are of the same order of magnitude as ours (Figure 5), even if in these references the authors claimed a direct contact between the gold NPs. Moreover the observed linear behavior is in good agreement with studies conducted on crystals of coupled large polystyrene spheres in contact.\(^1\) However, the spring model cannot be expected to provide a good description of the observed low frequency mode as the non-zero frequency of the NP rattling mode was shown to be a consequence of the full embedding of the NPs.\(^{43}\) Moreover, this model only provides a rough approximation of the dimer nano-contact as it does not allow taking into account subtle effects such as the elastic stiffening of the surrounding medium due to the interaction with the NP surface.\(^{47-50}\) More importantly, the spring model assumes a purely stretching motion of rigid spheres, while the actual rattling motion involves a dipolar-type deformation of the nanospheres.

In this work the entanglement of the PVP molecules form a solid vitreous matrix all around the sphere. In order to fully take into account the presence of such an embedding matrix we have used finite element modeling (Figure 6 A). In this approach, a gold dimer is set within a spherical embedding medium of larger dimensions with the elastic properties of PVP. A spherical perfectly matched layer prevents any unrealistic effect due to the reflection of acoustic waves at the system boundaries. An oscillating unidirectional boundary load is applied on one NP side in the direction of the dimer long axis and varying the frequency of
Figure 6: A. Schematic view of the simulation geometry. B. Representation of the dimer out of phase vibration mode. C. Calculated dimer out of phase (red) frequencies as a function of the inverse NP diameter compared to experimental frequencies (black squares).
this excitation allows to probe the different acoustic resonances of the system, considering the energy stored in the gold NPs or the displacement amplitude (See Supporting Information for more details).

The calculations were performed using the same parameters as those used for estimating the rattling mode frequencies of single NPs (Figure 3). As an illustration the dimer eigen-mode (relevant for this study) is sketched Figure 6B. for a 12 nm diameter NP. This mode corresponds to an out-of-phase translation of the NP centers, i.e. a symmetric stretch of the dimer, with a slight dipolar deformation of the NPs. They are mainly translated along the dimer symmetry axis, which confirms their link with the spheroidal \( \ell = 1 \) mode of a single sphere in a matrix. As shown in Figure 6C. the calculated size dependence of the out of phase mode frequency is found to perfectly match the experimental one. Note that the excellent agreement between measured and computed vibrational frequencies is not preserved if simulations are performed on more complex multimers (e.g. trimers), a posteriori justifying the assumption of dimeric acoustic interactions made in the modeling. In order to appreciate the effect of the different parameters used in the model, a typical variation of 10% around the values used here \((d=1 \text{ nm}, C_{11}^{\text{PVP}}=10.7 \text{ GPa}, \rho_{\text{PVP}}=1200g/m^3, \text{ and } \nu_{\text{PVP}}=0.35)\) was applied to each of them. These calculations (detailed in the Supporting Information) show that \(d, \rho_{\text{PVP}}, \text{ and } \nu_{\text{PVP}}\) only have a weak impact on the relative frequency shift of the dimer vibration mode (less than 1%) compared to the \(C_{11}^{\text{PVP}}\) that induces a variation of 5%. These results confirm that the dimer vibration mode that originates from the mechanical coupling of the \(\ell = 1\) rattling mode is essentially sensitive to the elastic properties of the surrounding medium. Basically what we have observed with the rattling mode at ultra low frequencies is a classical coupling scheme where two identical modes of moieties couple to generate an out-of-phase mode and a (herein non-observed) in-phase mode, the frequency of the out-of-phase mode being larger than that of the non-coupled moieties. In the present experiment with gold NPs the effect of this coupling was observed thanks to the resonance between the Raman excitation wavelength and the plasmonic coupling excitation. Therefore
when the $\ell=2$ mode is detected with the 647 nm line, i.e. in resonance with the plasmon coupling band, the scattered signal is mainly due to the NPs that are present in resonant structures, i.e. mechanically coupled NPs thus explaining the small deviations observed for the $\ell = 2$ mode frequencies in Figure 3 B. For the smallest NPs almost no coupling plasmon band is observed (Figure 1D) which means that there is only few coupled NPs and weak enhancement is observed, thus the signal measured is mainly due to the mechanically isolated NPs like in the case of an excitation at 532 nm. Once again, thanks to the plasmonic enhancement it is thus possible to demonstrate the effect of the mechanical coupling on the vibration modes of mechanically coupled NPs.

In summary, we have successfully investigated the vibrations of polymer-connected gold NP supermolecules using ultra low frequency Raman spectroscopy, optical absorption measurements and finite element simulations. Tuning the excitation wavelength to the plasmonic coupling band has led to a great enhancement of Raman signals and allowed us to observe for the first time the inelastic scattering by an ultra low frequency vibrational mode of embedded and mechanically coupled gold NP supermolecules. Using finite element simulations, this vibration mode was assigned to an out of phase symmetric stretch of the NPs composing a dimer. We have demonstrated that this mode takes its origin in the spheroidal $\ell = 1$ vibration mode (rattling) of embedded isolated NPs. The plasmon-enhanced spectroscopy of the vibrations of mechanically coupled NPs allows studying the elastic properties of the surrounding medium, as the dimer vibration mode was found to be sensitive to its change of elastic properties induced by temperature. The strong enhancement observed by exciting in resonance with the plasmonic coupling band opens the door to studying the vibrations of a single dimer and correlating its Raman spectrum with its exact morphology.
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